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Novel models for varried term-dependent renewable energy transition decision-making in Italy 
and Ghana   
The world has reached a tipping point that all countries are encouraged to implement radical emission-mitigation policies (EMPs) to 
halve global greenhouse gases (GHGs) by 2030. Existing EMPs are skewed towards the energy sector due to the pivotal role of energy-
related emissions in global GHGs. For least-cost, practical, and sustainable national transition pathways, recurrent energy-related 
decisions are required, but are rare, to the best of our knowledge. Here, we propose and deploy big data-related, real-time to long-
term, least-cost, representative, practical, and sustainable energy transition decision-making for Italy and Ghana. Preliminary results 
show the optimal process achieves discovery, insight, precision, and traceability scores of 100%, 100%, 98%, and 98%, respectively. 
This is an ongoing research and further analysis are on course to help deploy a complete tool, upon completion, for term-dependent 
renewable energy transition decision-making for the Italy and Ghana.  
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